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Kelleher vs. Natividad 
Featherweight Bout 
 
This fight was originally slated to pit Brian Kelleher against Ricky Simon, however on 
Wednesday, one of  Simon’s cornermen tested positive for COVID-19, so Simon has been forced 
off  the card. Replacing him will be Kevin Natividad. Natividad is making his octagon debut as a 
replacement on the back of  a 4-fight win streak in the LFA Bantamweight division. With his 
UFC debut comes his featherweight debut. On 
his feet, Natividad has good footwork and great 
head movement. He has a great understanding 
of  positioning in the octagon and constantly 
controls the center. He’s patient and looks for 
chances to trade shots inside. He doesn’t defend 
low kicks well. He’s billed as a brawler, but he’s a 
pretty good wrestler and has the ability to do 
damage in the clinch, especially against the 
fence. Natividad has made a point to improve his 
grappling but if  this one goes to the ground, I 
don’t think it looks good for him. Brian Kelleher 
has a very good guillotine and he’s finished six 
fights with it in his career. He has great wrestling 
skills, and is extremely strong for featherweight. 
He’s not strictly a grappler and when he’s on his 
feet, he’s active with his jab and lead leg kicks. 
He utilizes a variety of  strikes and mixes body 
kick attacks in with his boxing. He does well in 
close exchanges, using hooks and uppercuts to 
both the head and body. He has good boxing 
combinations, and sets them up at good angles. 
Kelleher is giving up 3.5 inches in reach, but I’m 
not sure how much it’s going to matter. 
Natividad, for some reason, likes to fight at close 
range. This is a dangerous game for him to play 
against Kelleher. He’s already shown the accuracy and power in the pocket to turn the lights out 
twice in his UFC career. Kelleher is going to have to make some changes to his plan of  attack 
going into this one. For his entire camp, he’s thought he was going to be fighting Ricky Simon, so 
he was anticipating a grappling-heavy attack from his opponent. In this matchup, he’ll have a 
very clear advantage on the ground and possibly even on his feet. What concerns me about 
Kelleher in this fight is his sometimes low level of  output against volume strikers, and his 
tendency to absorb a lot of  shots to his head.  In his last fight against Cody Stamann, he got off  
to a pretty slow start and wasn’t really able to put pressure on Stamann until the third round. He 
wasn’t able to connect on a lot of  strikes and struggled to find his range. Again, I don’t think 
Kelleher finding striking range is going to be much of  a challenge in this fight. I think Natividad 
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is going to be the one pressuring early, 
really I think the only way he wins this 
one is by finding a knockout. Natividad 
has some powerful punches, but like 
Kelleher, he also leaves himself  open to 
damage. There are a lot of  unknowns in 
this one other than this: Kelleher is the 
more skilled, experienced and well 
rounded fighter. Both of  these fighters 
have finishing ability, so I like it to end 
inside the distance and go under the 
rounds under at u2.5 -105 (the over is 
favored at -115.) I think the most likely 
result is Kelleher by KO/TKO or SUB, 
I like him inside the distance as a value 
play. 

Confident Pick: 
Kelleher Moneyline -220 

Value Picks: 
Fight to End Inside the Distance -140 

Under 2.5 Rounds -105 
 

Hedge Play (min units): 
Natividad by KO/TKO +350 
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Moises vs. Turner 
Lightweight Bout 

Our second fight of  the main card is between two lightweights who earned their contracts on the 
Contender Series in 2018. Turner has gone 2-2 in the octagon so far, both of  his wins coming by 
knockout, as all nine wins in his professional career have. Moises has also gone 2-2 in his first four 
UFC fights, with one win by ankle lock and the other by 
unanimous decision. Moises is patient from his feet. He 
isn’t an extremely advanced striker but his kickboxing 
fundamentals are solid. He has strong hooks and 
straights, but there isn’t much variety to his punches. He 
does have a wide variety of  head and body kicks he isn’t 
afraid to use. He throws a lot of  low leg kicks, but he 
doesn’t do much damage with them. A lot of  his striking 
defense depends on his blocking. He moves laterally very 
well and is rarely a sitting target. Moises’ biggest 
strength is his grappling. His wrestling skills are pretty 
good, but he’s advanced in BJJ and has found a variety 
of  submission finishes in his career. His go-to hold is his 
guillotine and he’ll attempt it from pretty much 
anywhere. Jalin turner is going to want no part of  the 
ground action in this fight. In the past, Moises has gone 
to standing guillotines when he’s struggled to get the 
fight to the ground. Moises’ most comparable 
competition to Turner is his most recent opponent, 
Michael Johnson. Johnson is a pure striker who was 
intent on keeping the fight off  the ground. He managed 
to do so for the first round and was able to piece Moises 
up, but immediately in the second, Moises got in deep 
on a single leg, finished with a sweep into full guard and 
tapped Johnson with a leg lock. The biggest question for 
Turner is whether he can keep the fight standing or, if  
not, can he escape submissions and get back to his feet? Really he won’t have to do either if  he 
can utilize his 5.5-inch reach advantage, but in past fights he hasn’t done that well. Turner has a 
ridiculous height, reach and body strength for the Bantamweight division. These attributes are 
his biggest striking advantage. He generates a lot of  power and has some strong combinations, 
but he’s looking for the big power shot. He relies on his size and athleticism to stay off  the canvas, 
but his sprawls and hand placement are not always technically sound. Because he’s so long and 
strong, he’s able to defend a lot of  single legs even when he reacts late. On the ground, Turner 
does NOT defend himself  well. He doesn’t cover his neck, he gives his back, he scrambles to get 
back to his feet. If  this fight goes to the ground, Turner is probably getting tapped. He’s gotten 
away with being in bad positions against less advanced grapplers, but his tendency to put himself  
in vulnerable positions is dangerous against a submission specialist like Moises. That being said, 
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Moises finding the submission is contingent on this fight going to the ground, or him finding 
something sneaky while transitioning, like the leg lock he finished against Johnson or the standing 
guillotine’s he’s constantly attempting. I don’t see the guillotine working for Moises, he just 
doesn’t have the leverage he needs to get pressure on the neck of  the 6’3” Turner. The 
submission would likely happen by armbar or leg lock, maybe a rear naked choke because of  
Turner’s tendency to give up his back. In my 
opinion this fight goes one of  two ways- 
Turner by knockout or Moises by 
submission. A decision will lean Turner, 
unless most of  the fight is on the ground, 
due to Turner’s high output and accuracy 
rate and Moises’ lack thereof. I like a simple 
play here, the under is basically inside the 
distance at u2.5 -155. I like Turner on the 
moneyline and by KO. It’s worth noting that 
all ten of  Turner’s pro wins are knockouts.  

 

High Confidence Pick: 
Under 2.5 Rounds 

Confident Pick: 
Turner Moneyline  +135 

Value Pick: 
Turner by KO/TKO +300 

Hedge Play (min units) 
Moises by Submission +175 

Moises by Decision +300 
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Pereira vs. Imadaev 
Welterweight Bout 

Each of  these fighter’s made their respective UFC debuts early last year. Pereira is the more 
experienced fighter, who’s first fight took place in 2011, and found a flying knee knockout in his 
inaugural octagon appearance before going 0-2 in his next two bouts. Imadaev has had a tough 
start, 0-2 through his first two contests. Each fighter is coming off  of  consecutive losses, so there’s 
pressure on both guys to perform. Pereira is an 
interesting fighter to watch, to say the very least. 
First of  all, he’s enormous for a welterweight, and 
has missed weight before. To quote Daniel 
Cormier, you have to wait “until the theatrics are 
over” to find out who he really is as a fighter. 
From his pre-fight break dancing to his literal 
backflips during the fight, Pereira is at no 
shortage of  flashy moves. But once all the dust 
settles he’s a pretty decent balanced fighter. He 
has good single leg takedowns though he doesn’t 
set them up well or take particularly good entries. 
He’s fairly busy on top and is pretty difficult to 
submit. From his feet, he doesn’t throw a lot of  
volume, he’s more waiting for opportunities to 
land power strikes to present themselves. He’s a 
counter striker, and he has a powerful overhand 
which he usually uses to counter low kicks. He 
likes to get to the Thai clinch and land knees to 
the body. What’s obvious at the surface are his 
first round theatrics. This guy does straight up 
wild shit. Before landing a flying knee for the 
knockout, he attempted a rolling thunder kick, a 
cage flying knee and a superman punch against 
Danny Roberts. His lack of  discipline has cost 
him his last two fights. Against Diego Sanchez, he 
lost on an illegal knee to the head after dominating the fight for 3 rounds. Against Tristan 
Connelly, he gassed himself  out in the first round and was rendered helpless to Connelly’s ground 
strikes and submission attempts, earning Pereira a unanimous decision loss as a -550 favorite. In 
his most recent fight against Diego Sanchez, he did fight at least a little bit more conservatively 
and was able to maintain a better pace into the third round. He still moved around a lot and 
threw the high-risk, high-reward strikes he’s known for, but he does do this for a purpose. It’s 
meant to take opponents out of  their own gameplans, and it does work to Pereira’s advantage 
when done responsibly. He also just might land one of  those flying or spinning or rolling kicks 
like he did against Danny Roberts. Roberts is a common opponent of  Pereira and Imadaev. After 
being finished in the first round by Pereira, Roberts turned the lights out on Imadaev late in the 
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2nd round of  their fight late last year. 
Imadaev is a power puncher who does 
some pretty good work in the clinch as 
well. He does mix in some kicks but he’s 
looking to set up his hooks and overhands. 
All 8 of  his professional wins are 
knockouts. He isn’t just a pure striker, his 
wrestling is very good, but he doesn’t 
usually go for takedowns. He ends up on 
the ground by reversing opponents shots 
by using whizzer hooks. When I look at 
this fight, I think the only thing that’s 
obvious is that someone’s getting knocked 
out. I think it’ll more likely be Imadaev. 
This is going to be a high-paced, high-
flying fight early. And while Pereira 
throws a lot of  pretty irresponsible strikes, 
he does actually defend himself  better 
than Imadaev does. While Imadaev is a good grappler I think the clinch and ground advantage 
will still be in Pereira’s favor. The rounds under has some value at u1.5 rounds +130, I like 
Pereira on the moneyline and by KO for value. I wouldn’t worry about the submission, he won’t 
have so much of  an advantage on the ground that he would be able to find a choke. 

 

High Confidence Pick: 
Fight to end Inside the Distance -175 

Confident Pick: 
Pereira Moneyline -110 

Value Picks: 
Under 1.5 Rounds +130 

Pereira by KO/TKO +200 
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St. Preux vs. Menifield 
Light Heavyweight Bout 
 
A pro since 2008, and having made his UFC debut in 2013, Ovince St. Preux is the much more 
experienced fighter in this matchup. However he’s taking on a dangerous knockout artist in 
Alonzo Menifield. Menifield started his professional career 8-0 with eight finishes, seven 
knockouts, and seven finishes in the first round. 
Menifield earned his entry to the UFC in June 
2018 with an eight-second knockout on the 
contender series. He went on to knock out 
Vinicius Moreira in his debut, and Paul Craig 
five months later, both in the first round. The 
skyrocket start to his career was halted three 
months ago in a unanimous decision loss to 
Devin Clark, and Menifield is now looking to get 
back on track towards a top-15 ranking on a 
quick turnaround. St. Preux’s last action came in 
May, a split decision loss to Ben Rothwell. When 
you watch Menifield fight, you can’t look away 
for a moment. He has the power to knock 
opponents down with one clean hook. He’s a 
pretty pure boxer, mostly looking to work his 
way into the pocket, entering with jabs and then 
throwing 2-3 hooks at a time. Every fight, from 
the bell until the first clinch or counter shot, he’s 
throwing 1/3’s. It’s the go-to combo that he 
always leans on and enters almost every 
exchange with. He does utilize his lead hook and 
some uppercuts, but for the most part he’s very 
one-dimensional in his offense. His wrestling technique is suspect, his takedown defense is entirely 
dependent on his body strength. In his most recent fight against Devin Clark, Menifield’s 
takedown defense looked great in the first round, and he used it to transition into the clinch and 
do damage with knees to the head and body. He threw some damaging strikes exiting the clinch, 
and busted Clark open pretty early. Menifield gassed out early in the second round, and it 
became Clark landing the majority of  the clinch strikes, and well as standing exchanges. 
Menifield was able to stuff  Clark’s first eight takedown attempts, but midway through the third 
round, Clark dumped him from the clinch without much resistance. Menifield got back to his 
feet, but he was pretty ineffective for the duration of  the fight due to his conditioning. Menifield 
doesn’t guard his neck particularly well, which is not good when you’re fighting Ovince St. Preux. 
His signature Von Flue choke most recently succeeded against Michael Oleksiejczuk, a power 
striker with a similar early pace to that of  Menifield. St. Preux was able to survive Oleksiejzuk’s 
early onslaught, but just barely. He was knocked down by a clean combo ending with a right 
hook, and had to duck and cover not even two minutes into the fight. If  he affords Menifield the 
chance to land a clean shot like that, he won’t get the chance to continue the fight. Though his 
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guard is a question mark, Saint Preux is 
able to avoid damage on his feet by 
relying on his reach and his footwork. 
Still, he eats a lot of  jabs. He has a good 
hook with both hands, and some great 
kicks to the body and head, but he doesn’t 
string strikes together very well. His 
wrestling and clinch skills are pretty 
strong, but when I compare him to Devin 
Clark he doesn’t stack up, and Menifield 
did hang around with Clark’s grappling 
for most of  that fight. There are a lot of  
ways I think this fight can go, but the most 
likely one is Menifield by knockout. Saint 
Preux just doesn’t guard his chin well 
enough to survive fifteen minutes, or 
possibly even the first round, with the 
power that Menifield possesses. All he 
needs is one shot, and it’s likely he’ll find it. 
If  the fight escapes the first round, Saint Preux might be able to either find a choke against an 
exhausted Menifield, or stay on the outside and use his kicks to win a decision but the latter is 
unlikely. I don’t think Saint Preux will be able to get Menifield to the ground at any point, he just 
isn’t strong enough, even when he’s tired. I like Menifield on the moneyline, I love him by 
knockout, and I like him to win the fight in the first round. I’m very confident he’s going to land a 
clean shot early and put the lights out. 

High Confidence Pick: 
Fight to End Inside the Distance -250 

Confident Picks: 
Menifield Moneyline -135 

Under 1.5 Round +130 

Value Picks: 
Menifield by KO/TKO +165 

Menifield to Win in Round 1 +330 
Menifield to Win in Round 2 +650 

Hedge Plays (min units): 
Saint Preux by Submission +300 

Saint Preux by Decision +500 
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(4) Overeem vs. (9) Sakai 
Heavyweight Bout 
 
Everyone loves a good heavyweight main event. This one won’t disappoint, showcasing 65-fight 
veteran and perennial contender, Alistair Overeem, and rising prospect and knockout artist, 
Augusto Sakai. Both fighters are coming in off  of  recent wins, Sakai riding a six-fight win streak 
dating back to 2017. Before then, he performed well 
in the Bellator heavyweight division, going 4-1-1 
with three knockouts. Since, he’s earned himself  a 
UFC contract with a win on DWCS and started off  
4-0 in the UFC, his most recent win coming by split 
decision over Blagoy Ivanov. Overeem has had 
highs and lows against a string of  high-quality 
opponents in his recent fights. In the last five years, 
Overeem has knockout wins over (in chronological 
order,) Junior Dos Santos, Mark Hunt, Sergey 
Pavlovich, Alexey Oleinik, and Walt Harris. But he’s 
also been finished by Stipe Miocic in a 2016 title 
fight, and then Francis Ngannou, Curtis Blaydes 
and Jairzinho Rozenstruik, though he was 
dominating Rozenstruk until the final 10 seconds of  
the five-round fight. My initial read on this fight was 
that Overeem is a cheap favorite at -155. These 
guys fight a similar style, both coming from Muay 
Thai backgrounds, and The Demolition Man is the 
obviously more experienced fighter. He has 8 more 
career knockouts than Sakai has fights, and more 
than twice as many finishes. Sakai isn’t Curtis 
Blaydes and he definitely isn’t Francis Ngannou, so 
I’m not overly concerned with talent beating experience and fight IQ in this one. Sakai has pretty 
quick striking speed and throws well-timed muay thai combos. Everything for Sakai offensively 
starts with his leg kicks. He looks to move around the outside and throw them at strong angles, 
but he keeps his hands active as well and throws strong volume, especially early in the fight. His 
conditioning is a huge concern for me going into this fight, which is where experience is going to 
play to Overeem’s advantage. Sakai already struggles to maintain his pace for three rounds, it’s 
hard for me to believe he can do it for five. Overeem, on the other hand, has maintained his gas 
tank deep into five-round fights in the past and, though none of  them have gone the full distance, 
he’s at least trained for three straight five-round main events, this being the fourth. Overeem will 
likely take a patient approach early and look to work kicks and knees to the body, which Sakai has 
some trouble defending. He’ll probably tie Sakai up in the clinch when he starts to move forward 
and throw in flurries. Both fighters are comfortable there, but Sakai just isn’t as strong as 
Overeem. Sakai’s takedown defense is suspect, and Overeem has strong clinch throws and works 
some nasty punches and elbows on the ground. Augusto Sakai has got to be thinking of  the 
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knockout going into this one. There have been 
questions about Overeen’s chin, but it held up 
(barely) during Walt Harris’ early first-round 
onslaught in his most recent fight, and Harris 
burned just about everything he had chasing the 
knockout. If  Sakai takes the same aggressive 
approach, he’ll likely find the same outcome 
Harris did; the ref  pulling Alistair Overeem off  of  
him. That being said, I still think he’s going to do 
it, and there is a chance that he finds the 
knockout. We’ve seen Overeem lose fights while 
clearly ahead on the scorecard so I like the idea of  
hedging with Sakai by KO, especially since there’s 
no juice on the moneyline. The easy pick here is 
that it doesn’t go the distance. The over/under is 
interesting at u1.5 +150 but I don’t think it’s 
extremely likely, and if  you’re going to take under 
1.5 you might as well take under 1 round for 
better value. Both fighters have their share of  first round knockouts but I think Overeem is going 
to dictate the pace, and he’ll find the finish somewhere in the middle rounds. Knowing that 
Sakai’s grappling is a question mark, I don’t want to discount the possibility of  an Overeem 
submission, so I like him inside the distance to add some value as an additional bet to the 
moneyline 

High Confidence Pick: 
Fight to end Inside the Distance -275 

Confident Picks: 
Overeem Moneyline -155 

Value Picks: 
Overeem Inside The  Distance +150 

Fight to end in the 1st Round +375 

Hedge Play (min units): 
Sakai by KO/TKO +225 
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Upcoming UFC Events 
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Legal Disclaimer 

When you purchase this report, you agree that you have read and understand 
the details of  the disclaimer, agree to the disclaimer, and release SCOTO Bets 
email/website/social media of  any and all liability/responsibility for any 
actions or in-actions. 

You must be at least 21 years old to purchase this report. SCOTO Bets is not 
liable for any direct, indirect, or incidental, consequential, or punitive 
damages arising from using the advice available in this report or its content. 

All advice and consultations are intended to offer an insight into Mixed 
Martial Arts events and meant for entertainment purpose only. This advice 
does not in any way constitute legal, financial, or professional advice. 
SCOTO Bets will not be liable for any loss resulting from negligence on our/
your behalf, or for fraudulent misrepresentation. You understand that the use 
of  this report is merely for referencing and entertainment purposes and is not 
intended to be regarded as professional judgment or advice. 

Since references to the future and outcomes are based on potentials, 
possibilities, and probabilities at the time of  the writing based on information 
available and due to interpretation of  past results, you understand that there 
is no guarantee on the accuracy rate of  a prediction, or consultation and it is 
not fortune-telling, nor does this report or SCOTO Bets imply or infer such. 

Furthermore, SCOTO Bets does not represent that: 

The services will meet your requirements 

The services will be uninterrupted, timely, secure or error free 

Any results obtained from using the services will be accurate, complete or 
current 
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SCOTO Bets or anyone involved with the provision of  these services shall not 
be liable for any damages arising from the inability to use the services or from 
errors caused by negligence or otherwise. We are not liable for delays in 
providing information or carrying out our obligations due to factors beyond 
our control. When you purchase this report, you agree that you are using the 
service at your own discretion. 

SPORTS GAMBLING OUTSIDE OF STATE AND FEDERAL 
APPROVED AND SANCTIONED VENDORS AND REGULATIONS IS 
ILLEGAL 

PURCHASE AT YOUR OWN DISCRETION ALL SALES 
ARE FULL AND FINAL , NO REFUNDS OR 
EXCHANGES. 
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